Large Print Fiction

*Chose the Wrong Guy, Give him the Wrong Finger* by Beth Harbison
*The Children’s Crusade* by Ann Paker
*Mountain Story* by Lori Lansens
*Bellman & Black* by Diane Setterfield
*Make me love you* by Johanna Lindsey
*Forgotten Room* by Karen White
*Purity of Vengeance* by Jussi Adler-Olsen
*A daughters Dream* by Shelley Shepard Gray
*Promise of Palm Gro*ve by Shelley Shepard Gray
*Cavendon Women* by Barbara Bradford Taylor
*Quilt for Christmas* by Sandra Dallas
*Sons Vow* by Shelly Shepard Gray
*Pattern of her Heart* by Tracie Peterson
*Colorado Christmas* by William Johnstone
*Sixkiller U.S. Marshall Day of Rage* by William Johnstone
*Log Cabin Christmas* by Wanda Brunstetter
*Curtain of Death* by W.E.B. Griffin
*Midnight Bell* by Jack Higgins
*Below the Belt* by Stuart Woods
*Crash and Burn* by Fern Michaels
*Wyoming Brave* by Diana Palmer
*Lord of the Privateers* by Stephanie Laurens
*Destiny Unleashed* by Sherry Woods
*Mistress* by Danielle Steel
*True Faith and Allegiance* by Marl Greaney
*Man from Boot Hill* by Marcus Galloway
*Love Bears all Things* by Beth Wiseman
*Angel of forest hill* by Cindy Woodsmall
*Once upon a time in Camelot* by James Hunt
*Modified* by Caitlin Shetterly
*Triple Crown* by Felix Francis
*Echoes of massacre Canyon* by Ben Tyler
*An Amish Harvest* by Beth Wiseman
*Aunt Dimity’s Good Deed* by Nancy Atherton
*Egg Drop Dead* by Laura Childs

Large Print Non-Fiction

*Table Manners* by Jeremiah Tower
*Good Vibrations* by Mike Love
*I Loved her in the Movies* by Robert Wagnor
*Counting my Days while my Mind slips away* by Ben Utecht

Audio Books on CD

*Those Jensen Boys* by William Johnstone
*Power Game* by Christine Feehan
*Wyoming brave* by Diana Palmer
*Hillbilly Elegy* by J.D. Vance
*Bishops Daughter* by Wanda Brunstetter
*Below the Belt* by Stuart Woods
*Tom Clancy True Faith and Allegiance* by Mark Greaney
* Asking for trouble* by Simon Wood
*Echoes in death* by J.D. Robb
*Mistress* by Danielle Steel
*My Not so Perfect Life* by Sophie Kinsella
*Revelation* by Robert Knott
*Death Mistress* by Terry Goodkind
*Curtine Death* by W.E.B. Griffin
*Award* by Danielle Steel
*Underground railroad* by Colson Whitehead
*Seventh Plague* by James Rollins
*George Lucas a life* by Brian Jay Jones
“Success is going from failure to failure without losing your enthusiasm.” ~Winston Churchill

“You must be the change you wish to see in the world.” ~Gandhi

“Keep your face to the sunshine and you can never see the shadow.” ~Helen Keller

“Make each day your masterpiece.” ~John Wooden

“Once you choose hope, anything’s possible.” ~Christopher Reeve

“Don’t count the days, make the days count.” ~Muhammad Ali

“Even if you’re on the right track, you’ll get run over if you just sit there.” ~Will Rogers

“Believe you can and you’re halfway there.” ~Theodore Roosevelt

“Everything you’ve ever wanted is on the other side of fear.” ~George Addair

“A year from now you may wish you had started today.” ~Karen Lamb

“It is never too late to be what you might have been.” ~George Eliot

“What we fear doing most is usually what we most need to do.” ~Tim Ferriss

“The purpose of our lives is to be happy.” ~Dalai Lama

“Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened.” ~Dr. Seuss

“Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t matter, and those who matter don’t mind.” Bernard M. Baruch

“I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.” ~Maya Angelou

“Don’t walk in front of me… I may not follow
Don’t walk behind me… I may not lead
Walk beside me… just be my friend” ~Albert Camus

“Darkness cannot drive out darkness: only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate: only love can do that.” ~Martin Luther King Jr.
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FREE MATTER FOR THE BLIND
“Poor Old fool,” thought the well-dressed gentleman as he watched an old man fish in a puddle outside a pub. So he invited the old man inside for a drink. As they sipped their whiskeys, the gentleman thought he’d humor the old man and asked, “So how many have you caught today?”

The old man replied, “You’re the eighth.”

From A Prairie Home Companion

In the hardware store, a clerk asked, “Can I help you find anything?”

“How about my misspent youth,” joked my husband.

The clerk shot back, “We keep that in the back, between world peace and winning lottery tickets.”

—Leslie McRobie, Lee, New Hampshire

Seeing her friend Sally wearing a new locket, Meg asks if there is a memento of some sort inside.

“Yes,” says Sally, “a lock of my husband’s hair.”

“But Larry’s still alive.”

“I know, but his hair is gone.”

While my parents were making their funeral arrangements, the cemetery salesman pointed out a plot that he thought they would like. “You’ll have a beautiful view of the swan pond,” he assured them.

Dad wasn’t sold: “Unless you’re including a periscope with my casket, I don’t know how I’m going to enjoy it.”
A mother’s love
for her child is like nothing else in the world. It knows no law, no pity, it dares all things, and crushes down remorselessly all that stand in its path.

Agatha Christie

Happy Mother’s Day

A father is neither an anchor to hold us back, nor a sail to take us there, but a guiding light whose love shows us the way.